EASEUS Universal Restore Helps
Restore/Transfer System to a Different
Hardware Configuration
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., Feb. 22 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS Todo Backup, the
award-winning and cost-effective backup and disaster recovery solution for
the Windows-based environment, comes with the new advanced feature Universal
Restore to quickly restore a Windows operating system to different hardware
platforms and provide a complete system recovery without reinstallation.
The feature of Universal Restore added to EASEUS Todo Backup is a fully
integrated module that is designed to restore the image from the system
originally backed up to a hardware platform with a dissimilar processor,
different motherboard or a different mass storage device, as well as ensure
the server or workstation can boot its operating system normally after a
restoration/deployment.
Providing highly flexible disaster restore and system migration, the
Universal Restore feature is applicable for:
• Instant recovery from a failed hardware after disaster strikes and cannot
find an exact match for the original system specifications;
• Upgrade or move system to new different hardware;
• Time-saving operating system deployment with complete hardware
independence.
With Universal Restore, complete system recovery can be simply achieved from
an image, with no time-consuming reinstallation of the operating system,
applications & settings and data, while ensuring business continuity.
Easy to use and works well as its users have said, EASEUS Todo Backup is well
compatible with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 and server 2000/2003/2008 and
supports both FAT and NTFS file systems. You can get the peace of mind that
you can restore your backups to a new server or workstation, significantly
saving a lot of time to recover from a catastrophic hardware failure.
What’s more, EASEUS Todo Backup brings many other advanced features like
schedule backup, incremental backup, system snapshot, event-based backup,
email notification, etc., to simplify the work of backup and fully protect
the servers and workstations.
Pricing & Availability:
EASEUS Todo Backup Workstation for $39.00 is available online at
http://www.todo-backup.com/business/workstation-backup.htm .
EASEUS Todo Backup Server for $199.00 is available at
http://www.todo-backup.com/business/server-backup.htm .

EASEUS Todo Backup Technician only priced $799 specifically for technicians
and IT consultants available at
http://www.todo-backup.com/business/technician-backup.htm .
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.:
The company specializes in backup software, partition manager and data
recovery for Windows OS. Its major products are EASEUS Todo Backup, EASEUS
Partition Master and Data Recovery Wizard. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com .
– RSS news feed for EASEUS:
https://send2pressnewswire.com/author/easeus-software/feed .
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